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S
ince the link between CO2 and global
climate change has been made,1�3

the research and development as well

as the production and storage of energy

produced using alternative methods has

significantly increased.3�5 Photovoltaic (PV)

solar cells are an excellent example of the

production of alternative energy.2,5,6 With

oil prices on the rise and the risk for nega-

tive impact on the environment that on and

off shore drilling has, the need to investi-

gate alternative energy sources is impera-

tive. The production of solar cells has in-

creased significantly, driving down the cost

of solar cell modules. Within the next de-

cade, we can expect solar cell based energy

production to be a significant contributor

to the world’s energy demand.5,6 Currently,

there are three generations of solar cells ei-

ther on the market or in the research and

development stage. The early solar cells

consisted of doped monocrystalline silicon

forming a p�n junction.7 The efficiency for

these solar cells is high (around 30�40%)

but so is the price to fabricate them. Thin

film solar cells were created to reduce the

production cost and rival the early silicon

films. Some common thin films used were

cadmium telluride and copper

indium�gallium diselenide (CIGS).8 Third-

generation solar cells are classified as either

dye-sensitized (DSSC),9 organic, and poly-

mer solar cells.10 These classifications are of-

ten blurred as researchers combine organic

polymers and inorganic materials to form a

“hybrid” solar cell.11 Alivisatos’s group has

fabricated hybrid solar cells comprising

CdSe nanocrystals or nanorods combined

with organic donor poly(3-hexylthiophene)

(P3HT), and when exposed to AM1.5 solar-

simulated light, their device yielded a

power conversion efficiency of 1�2%.12�14

In general, all of these solar cells produce
electron�hole pairs (excitons) that are
bound by their coulomb attraction follow-
ing photoexcitation. The separation of elec-
trons and holes occurs at the
donor�acceptor interface and transport to
their corresponding electrodes, producing
current in the external circuit.15 In the late
1980s, organic based solar cells were re-
ported with efficiencies near or at 1%.16

Since then, researchers have developed or-
ganic solar cells with efficiencies up to 6%.17

The most common organic polymer solar
cell structure is the bulk heterojunction
(BHJ) device in which an organic polymeric
electron donor and electron acceptor are
mixed into a solution and spin-cast as a thin
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ABSTRACT In this study, we investigate photophysical and photoinduced current responses of a

nanocomposite which consists of multiwalled carbon nanotubes (CNTs), thiol derivative perylene compound

(ETPTCDI), and cadmium selenide quantum dots (QDs). These QDs as well as the ETPTCDI harvest photons and

transfer their excited electrons or holes to CNTs to complete the circuit. Both QDs and ETPTCDI contribute charges

to the carbon nanotubes, which increased the overall photon harvest efficiency of the nanocomposite. Herein, we

investigate through a series of photophysical photoluminescence quenching studies the charge transfer between

donors (QDs and ETPTCDI) and acceptor (CNTs). The incorporation of ETPTCDI into the nanocomposite significantly

increases the adhesion between QDs and CNTs through bonding between QDs and thiol groups on ETPTCDI and

��� interactions between ETPTCDI and CNTs. Thus, ETPTCDI acted as a molecular linker between QDs and CNTs.

Furthermore, a significant increase (>5 times) in the Stern�Volmer constant, Ksv, for QD emission after addition

of ETPTCDI-tagged CNTs clearly indicates a large enhancement in the adhesion between CNTs and QDs. The

nanocomposite shows a �2�4-fold increase in the photoconductivity when exposed to AM1.5 solar-simulated

light. The damage to the nanocomposite from the intensity of the solar-simulated light is also investigated. The

proposed nanocomposite has the potential for photovoltaic applications such as being the active component in a

hybrid bulk heterojunction solar cell.

KEYWORDS: carbon nanotubes · charge transfer · composite · nano ·
nanotechnology · nanocomposite · perylene · photoactive · photoconductive ·
quantum dots
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film that is placed between two electrodes, one elec-

trode being optically transparent to allow light to pass

into the BHJ active layer.18 The first reported BHJ solar

cell was published in 1995 and comprised a film of a

poly(phenylene vinylene) (PPV) derivative blended with

phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM). This par-

ticular BHJ solar cell relied on photoinduced charge

separation that occurred as the PPV (donor) transferred

electrons to the C61 (acceptor).18,19

CdSe quantum dots (QDs) are highly fluorescent

semiconductor nanocrystals that exhibit size-

dependent optical properties.20,21 The quantum con-

finement effect of the QDs influences not only the opti-

cal properties but their electronic properties, as well.

As the size of the QD increases, the band gap decreases
in energy until bulk material properties are
obtained.15,21 The tunable band gap, very large extinc-
tion coefficient, and high quantum efficiency make QDs
an excellent candidate for a donor material. Carbon
nanotubes (CNTs),22 both single-wall and multiwalled
carbon nanotubes, have become increasingly popular
in the last two decades. CNTs have potential in several
areas of interest including hydrogen storage, field emis-
sion devices, sensors/probes, and nanoelectronic de-
vices.23 The application of CNTs in conjunction with so-
lar cell devices has become very popular in the
photovoltaic (PV) field.24 Conductive polymers and
linker molecules have been combined with CNTs along
with nanocrystals to produce hybrid organic solar
cells.25,26 CNTs have also been utilized as transparent
electrode contacts for PV devices.27 In recent studies, it
has been shown that the addition of QDs to single-
walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) resulted in the QDs
adhering to the surfaces of the SWNTs through van der
Waals interactions.28 Recently, Juarez et al. demon-
strated photocurrent production in a CNT�QD com-
posite device.29 Pyridine-protected CdSe nanocrystals
have previously been synthesized to increase adhesion
to single-walled carbon nanotubes through ��� stack-
ing of pyridine and carbon nanotubes.30,31 Fabrication
of a device in which the pyridine-capped CdSe nano-
crystals are deposited between two microelectrodes
shows a decrease in resistance as the device is exposed
to various wavelengths of light.31 In certain cases, rather
than altering the chemistry of the CdSe QDs for adhe-
sion to CNTs, the CNTs are functionalized with proper
terminating functional groups that allow for increased
adhesion to as-synthesized CdSe nanocrystals.32 A more
in-depth look into the charge transport properties be-
tween CdSe QDs and SWNTs was first analyzed by pho-
tophysical quenching in which excited state fluores-
cent QDs donate either an excited electron or hole to
the SWNTs, thus resulting in the quenching of the QD
photoluminescence (PL).25 Flexible, lightweight poly-
mer solar cell devices composed of poly(3-
octylthiophene) (P3OT) embedded with
CdSe�aminoethanethiol�SWNT hybrids have been
previously reported. Upon solar-simulated illumination,
the device was found to have an open-circuit voltage
(Voc) of 0.75 V.33

In this study, we investigate photocurrent response
of a nanocomposite consisting of CNTs, ETPTCDI, and
CdSe QDs. We also propose this nanocomposite as the
active component in a PV solar cell. Here, ETPTCDI has
two functions: first it acts as the linker molecule be-
tween the CdSe QDs and the CNTs. The terminal thiol
functional group of our perylene derivative anchors it-
self through its strong affinity for CdSe QDs.35 Second,
ETPTCDI is a highly fluorescent molecule whose band
gap energy levels match for efficient charge transfer to
CNTs. Previous reports indicate that perylene is a prime

Figure 1. Schematic of nanocomposite assembly of QD�CNT�ETPTCDI
used in these studies.

Figure 2. Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of CdSe QDs adhered
to CNTs through (A) van der Waals interactions, (B) ETPTCDI-
functionalized CNTs. TEM electron beam intensity was 120 kV for all of
the experiments. (C) High-resolution back-scattering field emission scan-
ning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) image of QD�ETPTCDI�CNT nano-
structures on porous alumina substrate. FE-SEM electron beam intensity
was 1.0 kV.
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candidate for functionalizing CNTs.34 The �-bonding
bonds of perylene and CNTs allow for ��� stacking be-
tween perylene and CNTs.25,34 Perylene based deriva-
tives such as ETPTCDI have also been widely used as ac-
ceptor molecules in many organic based solar cells.18

The results from this work show a good photoresponse
to a solar simulator light source indicating the occur-
rence of the PV effect. Photophysical quenching stud-
ies further indicate the electron�hole transfer between
the QDs and CNTs as well as the ETPTCDI and CNTs,
making this system a good candidate for PV cells.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
QD�ETPTCDI�CNT Nanostructures. A schematic ap-

proach for the preparation of the nanocomposite is dis-
played in Figure 1. Initially, CdSe quantum dots were
adhered to carbon nanotubes through van der Waals
interactions. The sonication of a mixture of CdSe QDs
and CNTs facilitated the adhesion process by breaking
apart the CNT bundles, which increased the exposed
CNTs’ surface area to the QDs. A TEM image displays the
CdSe QDs adhered to the CNTs (Figure 2A). The concen-
tration of QDs attached to CNTs increased more than
roughly 20 times following the functionalization of
CNTs with ETPTCDI (Figure 2B,C). Viewing the two TEM
images side by side indicates the effectiveness of func-
tionalizing the CNTs with ETPTCDI. A TEM micrograph is,
however, not a quantitative means to assess the elec-
tron transfer characteristic of the nanocomposite, but
rather, it provides a direct evidence of increased adhe-
sion of CdSe QDs to the CNTs. The morphology of the
nanostructure was also visualized using a high-
resolution field emission scanning electron microscope
(Hitachi SU70) equipped with backscatter detection
(Figure 2C). Back-scattered electrons (BSE) are electrons
from the source electron beam that reflect off a sample
through an elastic scattering mechanism. Elastic scat-
tering is directly correlated to the material’s elemental
atomic number. Thus, a heavier atom displays a larger
electron signal as compared to the signal originated for

a lighter element.40 In Figure 2C, the bright white crys-

tals on the surface of the CNTs correspond to the CdSe

QDs, clearly indicating enhanced adhesion of QDs onto

CNTs.

PL Quenching Studies of CdSe QD�ETPTCDI�CNT

Nanomaterials. PL Quenching of QD�CNT. PL quenching of

CdSe and ETPTCDI with CNTs provides useful informa-

tion on electron transfer between excited state CdSe or

ETPTCDI and CNTs. CdSe QD PL was quenched as we in-

jected a solution of 0.01% w/w CNTs in 100 �L incre-

ments (Figure 3A). The rate of PL quenching continued

linearly until all of the QDs were essentially quenched.

Stern�Volmer constants (Ksv) describe the accessibility

QDs have to CNTs using the equation, I0/I � 1 � Ks-

v[CNT].42 Higher Ksv provides a quantitative measure

that the QDs are more accessible to the surface of CNTs.

Table 1 summarizes the donor�acceptor pair Ksv val-

ues for all quenching experiments performed in our

studies. A Stern�Volmer plot was created to quantify

PL quenching of CdSe QDs by CNTs (Figure 3B). Ksv �

0.15 L/mg was determined for CdSe QDs adhered to

CNTs, which is in agreement with Ksv of 0.18 L/mg for

QDs quenched by amine-terminated CNTs.42 These

studies suggest that the interactions between QDs and

CNTs are probably through van der Waals forces.

PL Quenching of ETPTCDI�CNTs. ETPTCDI quenching and

Stern�Volmer curves are shown in Figure 4A,B, respec-

tively. The Ksv value for the ETPTCDI�CNT pair was 1.3

L mg�1. These experiments clearly suggested a strong

Figure 3. (A) Photoluminescence (PL) quenching of CdSe QDs with CNTs; 100 �L of 0.01% w/w CNTs in methanol was added
to a solution of CdSe QDs (OD400nm � 0.55) in chloroform placed in a quartz cuvette, which was followed by addition of 100
�L increments until a total volume of CNTs added was 1 mL. (B) Stern�Volmer plot of the quenching of CdSe QDs by the
CNTs. The Stern�Volmer constant of QD quenching by CNTs was found to be Ksv � 0.15 L mg�1. Excitation wavelength (�ex)
was 400 nm. Slit width � 5.0 nm and scanning speed � 500 nm/min.

TABLE 1. Summary of Ksv Values for Each Donor�Acceptor
Pair Investigated in Our Studies

PL molecule/particle (donor) quencher (acceptor) Ksv

QDs CNTs 0.15 L mg�1

ETPTCDI CNTs 1.30 L mg�1

QDs ETPTCDI�CNTs 0.90 L mg�1

QDs ETPTCDI 0.31 �M�1

ETPTCDI QDs minimal quenching observed
QDs MPA 0.28 �M�1
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QD quenching by CNTs; this Ksv value for ETPTCDI pho-
toluminescence quenching by CNTs was �9 times
larger than those for the QD�CNT system. This is rea-
sonable because of strong ��� interactions between
ETPTCDI and CNTs that resulted in strong adhesion and
close proximity of ETPTCDI with CNTs. These conclu-
sions are also consistent with the observed enhanced
solubility of CNTs functionalized with ETPTCDI in a
methanol solution.

PL Quenching of QD�ETPTCDI. Four experiments were per-
formed to understand quenching of QDs (donor) with
ETPTCDI (acceptor). Figure 5A,B shows UV�vis absorp-
tion and PL spectra, respectively, before and after addi-
tion of ETPTCDI to the QDs. The Ksv value for PL quench-
ing of QDs with ETPTCDI was 0.31 �M�1. The thiol
functional group of the ETPTCDI is believed to play an
important role in the quenching of the QDs. There are
conflicting reports on the effect thiol functional groups
have on the quantum yield of CdSe QDs.43 Depending
on the size and functional groups present, the thiol
ligand can either stabilize the excited state charge and
increase quantum yield or withdraw excited state elec-
trons or holes quenching the QDs.43 To understand the
role the thiol ligand played in the quenching of QDs, we
performed control PL quenching experiments in which
3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) was added to a solu-
tion of QDs. The thiol group of MPA forms a bond with
QDs, and the PL quenching of MPA�QD studies pro-
vided important information on other possible quench-
ing processes such as resonance energy transfer (RET)
between ETPTCDI and QDs because MPA is not a chro-
mophore and lacks any absorption spectral overlap
with QD emission spectrum. Figure 5C displays the
Stern�Volmer plot of QDs quenched by ETPTCDI (Ksv

� 0.31 �M�1) and also QDs quenched by MPA (Ksv �

0.28 �M�1). Comparable Ksv values for ETPTCDI�QD
and MPA�QD PL quenching studies suggested that the
thiol�QD interaction played a dominant role in PL
quenching of QDs and other quenching mechanisms
such as RET had a minor role in the QD PL quenching.

Thiol ligands are thought to quench QDs through a
hole transport pathway in which the hole left behind
from CdSe electronic excitation is transferred to the
thiol ligand.44 However, in our case, the presence of a
�-bond network such as semiconducting perylene, the
excited state electrons are more likely to be transferred
from the QDs to ETPTCDI. The �-bonds within ETPTCDI
are not only needed for adhesion to CNTs but also po-
tentially act as a donor due to its HOMO/LUMO energy
levels. The latter part will contribute to an increase in
the photoresponse of the nanocomposite system.

In Figure 5D, the absorption spectrum of ETPTCDI is
shown as CdSe QDs were added to the cuvette. It was
observed that the ETPTCDI absorption spectrum began
to start absorbing shorter wavelengths after the CdSe
QDs were added, resembling the electronic absorption
spectrum of CdSe QDs. On the basis of the calculated
concentrations of QDs and ETPTCDI (2.3 and 1.3 �M, re-
spectively, and extinction coefficients of 105 and 104

M�1 cm�1, respectively), there was a significant amount
of QDs present in the cuvette for interaction between
QDs and ETPTCDI. Interestingly, Figure 5E displays the
photoluminescence spectrum of the ETPTCDI as CdSe
QDs were added, which shows minimal photolumines-
cence quenching after the addition of QDs to ETPTCDI.
This observation along with large PL quenching of QDs
by ETPTCDI suggests that electron transfer appears to
occur from QDs to ETPTCDI because of a mismatch in
the LUMO energy levels of ETPTCDI and QDs. Since the
LUMO of ETPTCDI lies lower with respect to the conduc-
tion band of QDs, the excited electrons of ETPTCDI can-
not be transferred to the LUMO of QDs (Figure 6). This
is consistent with the absence of PL quenching of
ETPTCDI after QD addition.

PL Quenching of QD�ETPTCDI�CNT. Photophysical quench-
ing of QDs with ETPTCDI-functionalized CNTs was per-
formed by injecting 0.01% CNT (w/w) in 10 �L incre-
ments to a QD solution (3.5 mL with OD400nm � 0.55).
Figure 7A depicts PL quenching data for this system.
The Ksv value for the QD quenching by ETPTCDI�CNTs

Figure 4. (A) PL quenching of ETPTCDI with addition of CNTs; 100 �L of 0.01% w/w CNTs in methanol was added to a 115
�M solution of ETPTCDI in methanol placed in a quartz cuvette and then in 10 �L increments. (B) Stern�Volmer plot of pho-
tophysical quenching of ETPTCDI by the addition of CNTs. The Stern�Volmer constant, Ksv, was found to be 1.30 L mg�1.
As a control experiment, the addition of a methanol equivalent to the largest volume in the previous experiment to the CNT
solution did not produce any significant quenching. �ex � 490 nm, slit width � 5.0 nm, and scanning speed � 500 nm/
min.
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was 0.9 L mg�1 (Figure 7B), which lies between Ksv val-

ues for QD�CNT and ETPTCDI�CNT systems (Table 1).

This is expected considering the very strong affinity for

ETPTCDI and CNTs and a smaller affinity for QDs and

CNTs. In fact, we designed ETPTCDI to contain two ter-

minated thiol groups so that the CdSe QDs can anchor

onto the ETPTCDI. The higher Ksv for QDs with ETPTCDI

adhered onto CNTs appears to indicate a higher asso-

ciation of QDs adhered to thiol groups on CNTs than

those without it. The Ksv for ETPTCDI�QDs was found

to be higher than that for the QD�ETPTCDI�CNT sys-

tem because free ETPTCDI molecules can potentially in-

teract with two QDs, whereas ETPTCDI attached to

CNTs leads to reduction in the degrees of freedom for

ETPTCDI to interact efficiently with QDs. Overall, the en-

hanced adhesion of QDs with ETPTCDI-adhered CNTs

is expected to facilitate the charge transfer processes

between QDs and ETPTCDI (donors) and CNTs (accep-

Figure 5. (A) Absorbance spectrum before and after the addition of 150 �L of ETPTCDI (5.0 mM) to 3.5 mL of CdSe QDs
(OD400nm � 1.50). (B) Photoluminescence quenching of 3.5 mL of CdSe QDs (OD400nm � 0.50) by ETPTCDI (0.55 mM) in 50
�L increments (�ex � 400 nm, slit width � 5.0 nm, and scanning speed � 500 nm/min). (C) Stern�Volmer plots of QDs be-
ing quenched by ETPTCDI (Ksv � 0.31 �M�1) and MPA (Ksv � 0.27 �M�1); �ex � 400 nm, slit width � 5.0 nm, and scanning
speed � 500 nm/min. (D) Absorbance spectrum before and after the addition of 150 �L of CdSe QDs (OD400nm � 1.50) to 3.5
mL of ETPTCDI (5.0 mM). (E) Photoluminescence spectrum of 3.5 mL of ETPTCDI (5.0 mM) as 150 �L of CdSe QDs (OD400nm

� 1.50) was added (�ex � 490 nm, slit width � 5.0 nm, and scanning speed � 500 nm/min).

Figure 6. Electron transfer diagrams of CdSe QDs and
ETPTCDI indicating that electron transfer occurs from QDs
to ETPTCDI.
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tors) and is expected to increase the PV efficiency of so-

lar cell devices.

PL quenching, in general, is through one or more

combinations of the following processes: static quench-

ing, dynamic quenching, energy transfer, and charge

transfer interactions. Static, dynamic and charge trans-

fer require intimate or close contact between the donor

and acceptors, whereas with dipole�dipole interac-

tions between donor and acceptor can have energy

transfer at a much larger distance (up to 10 nm).45 In a

previous study, PL quenching between QDs and CNTs

was mainly attributed to dynamic quenching along

with a component from an energy transfer mecha-

nism.24 In our case, we believe that the major PL

quenching factor between the QDs and ETPTCDI-

functionalized CNTs appears to be static quenching.

An increase in temperature of the sample solution to

37 °C led to a smaller Ksv of 0.6 L mg�1 from 0.9 L mg�1

at 23 °C (Figure 7C). This observation suggests that QDs

and ETPTCDI have relatively strong interactions in solu-

tion in their ground states. This is quite reasonable

since ETPTCDI is strongly bonded to the CNTs in its

ground state through ��� interactions and QDs can

bond to ETPTCDI through a thiol bond. Thus, an in-

crease in temperature of the sample solution led to de-

creased quenching (lower Ksv) because some of the

ground state complexes [QD�ETPTCDI (donors) and

CNTs (acceptors)] dissociate, resulting in an enhanced

emission.

Photocurrent Response of Nanocomposite. In order to use this

nanocomposite in PV applications, we investigated the

light-harvesting photoconductive properties of the

nanocomposite. A schematic diagram of the experi-

mental setup for measuring the photocurrent gener-

ated in our QD�ETPTCDI�CNT composite is shown in

Figure 8A. It is a two-electrode setup where

QD�ETPTCDI�CNT nanocomposites were deposited

(300�500 nm thickness measured using AFM) between

the two gold electrodes. The photoinduced current

was measured using a Keithley 6487 picoammeter

while irradiating the nanocomposite with solar-

simulated light. The light source is a 150 W xenon arc

lamp with an AM1.5G filter (Newport Inc.). The inten-

sity of the light at the device was found to be 300 mW/

cm2. Figure 8B shows a typical photocurrent�time

plot while alternating between light and dark states

for the nanocomposite deposited on glass substrates.

The light source was shuttered at various times, reduc-

ing the amount of photogenerated current produced,

as seen in Figure 8B. When exposed to solar-simulated

light, the current increased �10-fold as compared to

the dark state (light is “off”). Figure S7 (Supporting Infor-

mation) displays the linear ohmic response of the cur-

rent as the voltage was swept from �10 V to �10 V,

which shows ohmic response. This indicates that CNTs

are dominant charge carriers in these devices (see be-

low). The increase in the photocurrent with exposure to

solar-simulated light indicates that there is a photoin-

duced charge generation process in our system. The

photocurrent decreased over an extended period of

time with numerous on�off light cycles probably due

to photodamage to the active materials (Figure 8B). Fol-

lowing the deposition of fresh photoactive

QD�ETPTCDI�CNT nanocomposites, the photogener-

Figure 7. (A) PL quenching of QDs with the addition of ETPTCDI�CNTs (�ex � 400 nm); 100 �L of 0.01% w/w CNTs in methanol
was added to a 115 �M solution of ETPTCDI in methanol placed in a quartz cuvette followed by 10 �L increments. (B)
Stern�Volmer plot of photophysical quenching of QDs by the addition of ETPTCDI�CNTs. Ksv for this system was found to
be 0.9 L mg�1; �ex � 400 nm, slit width � 5.0 nm, and scanning speed � 500 nm/min. (C) Stern�Volmer plot of CdSe QDs be-
ing quenched by ETPTCDI�CNTs to determine the quenching mechanism. The Stern�Volmer constants, Ksv, for ambient
temperature (23 °C) and 34 °C temperatures are 0.87 and 0.62 mg�1, respectively; �ex � 400 nm, slit width � 5.0 nm, and scan-
ning speed � 500 nm/min.
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ated current was restored, supporting the argument of
photoinduced damage to the active material during ra-
diation. Without encapsulation of the device or with
high/long intensity light exposure, we expected to have
large photoinduced damage to the devices because
upon illumination both QDs and ETPTCDI will be in their
respective excited states and are highly reactive to sur-
rounding molecules.

We have found that the adsorption of both ETPTCDI
and QDs on CNTs showed photocurrent (Figure 8C). The
addition of ETPTCDI to CNTs showed photocurrent re-
sponse with time and proceeded to increase more than
double with the addition of QDs to the ETPTCDI�CNTs
to the same device. Similarly, the photocurrent for
QD�CNTs was much smaller, but it increased �3 times
with addition of ETPTCDI to the device (Figure 8D).
The QD�CNT device was photoactive, but its response
was lower than that of the ETPTCDI�CNTs. We believe
this is due to the lack of affinity of CdSe QDs for CNTs
without the thiol-terminated perylene derivative
(ETPTCDI) which reduces the interaction between CNTs
and QDs. Furthermore, the concentration of QDs on
CNTs was also increased �20 times after ETPTCDI func-
tionalization of CNTs. Two control devices consisting
solely of ETPTCDI and the other of CdSe QDs were
tested for photoconductivity. These devices yielded no
significant photocurrent under the same experimental
conditions. Furthermore, the photocurrent response of
the nanocomposite consisting of QDs added to
ETPTCDI�CNTs was much larger than the nanocom-
posite made up of QDs�CNTs with the later addition

of ETPTCDI (Figure 8C,D). These experiments appear to

suggest that the presence of ETPTCDI and QDs acts co-

operatively for the enhancement of photoconductivity

response of QD�ETPTCDI�CNTs (Figure 8D). Since

both materials act as a donor to the system, their over-

all photocurrent was significantly larger than their indi-

vidual photoresponse. These experiments also indicate

that, although ETPTCDI and QDs interact intimately

with CNTs, the use of two donors with different optical

responses could be beneficial to the overall photocur-

rent characteristics of the solar cell.

We have also investigated the effect of tempera-

ture on the performance of the nanocomposite device.

The high intensity light source of the solar simulator led

to the production of heat at the interface of the nano-

composite. Initially, we used a steady flow of argon gas

to cool the device down 10 °C. The cooling of the de-

Figure 8. (A) Schematic representation of the device used in measuring the photocurrent generated from the nanocompos-
ites. (B) Photogenerated current from QD�ETPTCDI�CNT nanocomposite device over time. The light source was a 150 W xe-
non arc lamp with an AM1.5 filter, and the measured intensity at the device was 300 mW/cm2. The active area of the device
was 15 mm � 80 �m. A secondary drop cast of nanocomposite was used to replenish the exhausted initial nanocomposite.
All of the experiments were performed in ambient air. (C) On/off solar-simulated light cycles of photogenerated current vs
time for ETPTCDI�CNTs (red) after addition of QDs (blue) to the same device. (D) On/off light cycles for QD�CNT (blue) de-
vice with addition of ETPTCDI (red). Green curves in panels C and D show the photocurrent�time response for devices con-
sisting of only CNTs.

Figure 9. Change in photocurrent versus time under argon
gas. The flow of argon gas led to a small decrease in the
photocurrent.
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vice leads to slightly lower photoinduced current val-
ues than without argon flow (Figure 9). A previous re-
port displays similar photocurrent�temperature results
and suggested that due to the electronic properties
the photocurrent from a CNT mesh significantly in-
creases as temperature increases and the photocurrent
then decreases as the temperature returns to room
temperature.47 We attribute a slight reduction in photo-
current at a lower temperature to the slow energetic
properties of the nanocomposite at a lower tempera-
ture.46

Now, the question is what are the electron and hole
transport pathways that generate the observed cur-
rent. The proposed nanocomposite contains two do-
nors (QDs and ETPTCDI) and an acceptor (CNT). In our
experiments, we believe that CNTs also acted as a
charge transport conductor. In Figure 10A,B, a sche-
matic representation provides the proposed flow of
electron and hole in our nanocomposites and a graphi-
cal representation of our proposed electron�hole path-
way of the nanocomposite. Since CNTs have the unique
ability to transport both hole and electron, a fraction of
CNTs transport electrons from QDs, ETPTCDI, or both
in tandem to one electrode. Another fraction of CNTs
transport holes to the other electrode that resulted in
photogenerated current. Thus, our simple design with
a nanocomposite between two metal electrodes
showed photocurrent response without the use of ma-
terials that conduct electrons and holes separately as is
commonly used in PV devices. This is also supported
by a linear ohmic I�V response (see below and Figure
S7 in Supporting Information). However, we would also
like to point out that, since both electrons and holes
are transported through CNTs, these devices may have

a lower PV efficiency as compared to those devices
that contain separate media for holes and electrons.
This is because some CNTs would carry electrons and
holes at the same time, leading to recombination
(waste of harvested excitons) and lowering of PV
efficiency.

Lastly, we propose a possible bulk heterojunction
(BHJ) hybrid solar cell based on this fabricated nano-
composite. Figure 11 displays a schematic representa-
tion of our proposed BHJ hybrid solar cell. The nano-
composite would be utilized as the active layer of the
hybrid solar cell. Today’s thin film solar cells are fabri-
cated in a layered fashion and to prevent exciton re-
combination within the layers, conductive transparent
polymer layers such as poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) and poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) are incorporated to enhance transport of
holes to their proper electrode or anode.48 Other poly-
mers such as poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) can also be
used to aid in the electron mobility of the exciton pairs
to the electrodes.49 Our future studies will be focused
on the fabrication, characterization, and the optimiza-
tion of solar cell devices utilizing QD�ETPTCDI�CNT
nanocomposites.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have fabricated a photoactive

nanocomposite comprising CdSe QDs, a thiol based
perylene (ETPTCDI), and multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(CNTs). Our results on PL quenching and photoinduced
current responses of each component within the nano-
composite show the charge transfer from ETPTCDI and
QDs (donors) to CNTs (acceptors). Furthermore, CNTs
also appear to act as an electron and hole transport

Figure 10. (A) Schematic of the energy diagram for different materials (QDs, ETPTCDI, and CNTs) present in the nanocom-
posite films. (B) Graphical representation of electron and hole transport paths within the nanocomposite. CNTs acted as elec-
tron acceptor and hole and electron transport conductors, as well.

Figure 11. Schematic representation of proposed thin film heterojunction nanocomposite hybrid solar cell.
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conductor. Alongside the use of TEM imaging, the PL
quenching studies also indicate significant enhance-
ment in the molecular interactions of QDs with CNTs.

This photoactive nanocomposite has the potential of
being an active layer for producing photocurrent in a
hybrid BHJ solar cell.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. 2-Aminoethanethiol (�95%), tri-n-octylphosphine,

and trioctylphosphine oxide (�90%) were all purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride
(Fluka), ethanol (Decon Laboratories), and methanol (Fisher Sci-
entific) were also used. Cadmium oxide (CdO), octadecylamine,
selenium powder, and stearic acid were purchased from Acros
Organics. Chloroform and dichloromethane were purchased
from Mallinckrodt Chemicals. All chemicals were used as re-
ceived without any further purification.

CdSe QDs Preparation. The synthesis of CdSe QDs was performed
using a procedure from a previously published paper.36,37 A typi-
cal synthesis is as follows: octadecylamine (2.05 g) was heated
in a two neck 100 mL round-bottom flask to 150 °C for roughly
30 min to remove all water from octadecylamine. The flask was
then allowed to cool to room temperature where CdO (13 mg),
stearic acid (0.10 g), and tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (2.05 g) were
combined in a two neck 100 mL round-bottom flask containing
octadecylamine. The flask, equipped with a condenser, was
sealed and placed under a continuous flow of argon. The flask
was heated to 300 °C and rapidly stirred until the reddish-brown
liquid became optically clear with a pale yellow color. At this
time, a solution containing Se powder (79 mg) completely dis-
solved in trioctylphosphine (1 mL) was swiftly injected into the
flask at 300 °C. Immediately following the injection, samples
were extracted at intervals of 5�10 s. Each individual sample
was placed in a test tube and allowed to cool to 25 °C, and PL
of each sampled QD was visualized under a hand-held UV source
(Figure S1). Approximately 1 mL of chloroform was added to
each test tube to saturate the QDs from a dried solid state to a
muddy liquid state. Next,the test tubes were filled with ethanol
(�5 mL) and shaken vigorously to remove as much excess amine
and TOPO as possible from the solution. Test tubes containing
the QDs, ethanol, and chloroform were centrifuged at 14 000
rpm for 1�2 min. The hydrophobic QDs were precipitated out
as pellets at the bottom of the test tubes, and the rest of the so-
lution containing the excess amine, TOPO, ethanol,and chloro-
form was decanted off. QD precipitant was dispersed into 2�3
mL of fresh chloroform. In most cases, multiple purification steps
were performed using the same procedure as described above.
The final CdSe QD product was characterized using photolumi-
nescence (PL) spectroscopy and UV�vis absorption spectros-
copy (Figure S2A,B, respectively). Transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM) was also performed to visualize the QD morphology
and size information (Figure S3).

Multiwalled Carbon Nanotube (CNT) Preparation. Vertically aligned
CNTs were made using a method from a previously published
article.38,39 In brief, a ferrocene�xylene chemical vapor deposi-
tion (CVD) method was used for the growth of vertically aligned
CNTs on Inconel substrates. A solution containing 1 g of fer-
rocene in 100 mL of xylene was injected into a tube furnace us-
ing a syringe pump at a pumping speed of �0.11 mL/min while
the furnace containing the Inconel substrates was maintained
at 790 °C. A mixture of 85% argon and 15% hydrogen was flown
at 500 sccm to carry the xylene vapors containing the catalyst be-
fore entering the furnace. Figure S4A,B displays the SEM and
TEM micrographs, respectively, of these synthesized CNTs.

Ethanethiol�Perylene Tetracarboxylic Diimide (ETPTCDI) Preparation.
The synthesis of the ETPTCDI was performed according to a re-
ported paper.40 In a typical synthesis of ETPTCDI, perylene-
3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA) (0.31 g),
2-aminoethanethiol (0.72 g), and imidazole (6.0 g) were all
heated to 120 °C for 3 h under argon. The flask is then cooled
to room temperature where 100 mL of ethanol and 300 mL of 3
M HCl were added and stirred overnight. The contents of the
flask were then filtered over Whatman filter paper and refiltered
until the eluent became clear. The filtrate was then washed

with distilled water until the pH became neutral. ETPTCDI prod-
uct was then dried under vacuum at 60 °C overnight. ETPTCDI
was slightly soluble in DMSO, making it difficult to perform NMR
characterization. ETPTCDI was, however, soluble in trifluoroace-
tic acid (TFA), but due to the very low pH of TFA, we could not
use it in conjunction with QDs as TFA was found to significantly
quench the PL of QDs. To visualize the fluorescence of the
ETPTCDI solution, an optical image was taken to show its photo-
luminescence (Figure S5). The characteristic photoluminescence
and absorbance are spectrally displayed as well in Figures S6A,B,
respectively.

Adsorption of ETPTCDI on CNTs. A sample of CNTs (4 mg) was sus-
pended in 50.0 mL of DMSO and subjected to sonication for 3 h
to ensure that the majority of the CNT bundles were separated
into individual carbon nanotubes. The CNT solution (0.01 wt %)
was then stored for our studies. A 5.0 mL solution of ETPTCDI
(�500 �M) was combined with 5.0 mL of the CNT stock solu-
tion to give an overall CNT concentration of 0.005% w/w. The so-
lution was sonicated for approximately 1�2 h. ETPTCDI mol-
ecules were then allowed to fully adhere to CNTs as the solution
was stored overnight in the dark. The combined solution was
then filtered through a 200 nm porous alumina membrane
(Whatman Anodisc) to remove excess ETPTCDI molecules (con-
firmed with UV�vis absorption spectroscopy). ETPTCDI-
functionalized CNTs were then released from the Anodisc via
sonication in DMSO for 1 h and diluted to a concentration of
0.01% w/w of ETPTCDI�CNTs in DMSO. The ETPTCDI�CNT com-
posites were then stored in the dark for future use in the over-
all nanocomposite synthesis. The functionalization of CNTs with
ETPTCDI significantly improved solubility in many organic sol-
vents (methanol, ethanol, DMSO, chloroform, and dichlo-
romethane).

Adhesion of QDs to ETPTCDI�CNTs. QDs on to ETPTCDI-
functionalized CNTs were adhered by adding 5 mL of QDs with
an OD400nm of 0.45 to a vial containing 5 mL of the 0.01% w/w
stock ETPTCDI�CNT solution. The combined solution of QDs and
ETPTCDI�CNTs was then subjected to sonication for approxi-
mately 1 h. The solution was then allowed to sit overnight in the
dark. The solution was filtered over a 200 nm porous alumina
membrane (Whatman Anodisc) to remove excess QDs in solu-
tion. The nanocomposite of QD�ETPTCDI�CNTs was then dis-
persed and diluted in a solution of DMSO to yield a concentra-
tion of 0.01% w/w of nanocomposite. The nanocomposite
solution was then stored at room temperature for later use.

Fabrication of Photocurrent Response Devices. The nanocomposite
solution was drop-casted onto a glass substrate (2 cm 	 2 cm)
while it was simultaneously heated using a hot plate. The heat
from the hot plate allowed for evaporation of solvent minimiz-
ing aggregation of the nanocomposite. Two gold/palladium
electrodes were sputtered onto the substrate and were spaced
150�200 �m apart. The devices were then connected to a Kei-
thley 6487 picoammeter and placed in front of an AM1.5 solar
simulator light source (Newport Inc.), where we then measured
photoconductivity of the nanocomposite as the light source was
shuttered on and off over a fixed period of time. The device tem-
perature was measured using a thermocouple (type k wire
probe).
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